QUESTIONS – METRAPARK VIDEO SECURITY
1. Does the funding require “Buy American”?
Reply - NO
2. Does cabling need to be in conduit?
Reply - YES
3. Is Bonding required
Reply - YES a bid bond is required with bid submittal & as well as a performance bond
by the successful contractor.
4. Are “Engineered System Drawings” required?
Reply - YES the selected contractor will be required to include this for review by the
design team and owners
5. Can the existing cabling be reused?
Reply - YES it is all digital and CAT-5.
6. Is the cabling to new locations included in the project?
Reply - NO it is assumed that the TelNet will address the new cabling. Contractor to
coordinate with Telnet
7. Cloud supported systems are not allowed by State and County IT requirements.
8. Clarification on “Extended Warranty” referenced in the IFB is needed. (3 or 5 years?)
Proposal needs to include min 3 years (Verify) but document in proposal.
9. Is a maintenance agreement desired? Include options in the proposal for the Equipment
and programming only, cabling will be by others.
1. Cameras and Equipment needs to meet NDAA (Federal standards) to comply with Funding.
2. Include ZOOM to all the cameras at exits and in the Arena
3. New Cameras in the main arena need to see all seats and have PTZ to get close-up to all
seats. Nothing on scoreboard since it is temporary. Also all mounting needs to be on
bottom of flat surfaces on beams so not to get in the way of rigging.
4. Camera system needs to integrate with access controls
5. Need a camera added to cover all ATM machines
6. Recommendation that Monitoring and recording equipment be “rated”?
7. Add cameras to cover the (3) main Stairs
8. It was noted that they will set-up monitors in the lower floor “Security room when needed
Need
9. The current system records to cover 30 days
10. Platform needs to be expandable to add full campus including site (Note it is thought that
there are 160 cameras currently on the campus, 50+ in the Arena
11. Recommendations for system minimums
a. Recording: PTZ – 8 FPS, 5 FPS for fixed

b. Some Motion activated cameras in seldom used areas
c. Use Exterior grade in areas where subject to dirt and major dust

